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THE SMILING OX PARADOX®

Have you ever met a person who seemed to have influence wherever they went and with whomever they 
met?  Someone universally admired, respected and with that rare power to get others to effortlessly 
follow their lead?  How do they do it?

Social science research from Harvard and Princeton has shown that these rare individuals exhibit a combination 
of two key qualities that explain their influence.

The Smiling Ox Paradox® program will reveal what these two qualities are and will measure how strongly you 
currently exhibit these qualities. Participants get access to the exclusive Smiling Ox psychometric assessment 
tool. While most psychometric tools reveal how you see the world, this tool reveals how the world sees you.  
From your results you will learn specific strategies to become the person others are compelled to follow.

This has proven to be incredibly effective for professionals in any industry, as it enhances their ability to 
understand how they impact others, how they are judged in others’ minds and it provides a road map for 
improvement. Equally, this session has proven effective for those managers and leaders trying to get results 
with, and through, the people in their teams. 

A truly original, one-of-a-kind program!

Before the session you will complete the online assessment and you will be given a personal report with your 
results during the session. We will explain the science of perception and influence, show you how to understand 
and unpack your current results (how you are currently perceived). Finally we will share a range of strategies you 
can use to shift the aspects of influence that your results show to be highest leverage for you. This is a game-
changer for your presence, influence and impact in your classroom, organisation and profession. 

How to become the person others are compelled to follow

It may sound like 
an odd name for 
a program, but 
once you know 
what it means it 
won’t be easily 
forgotten!


